ROBERT AND LUDWIG NOBEL
activities of the two brothers, but it would appear that they had a
lot to do with their father's former mechanical workshops. At any
rate the " Nobel factory," is often mentioned, and there are
references to a clerk, Nikola jeff, who appears to have been em-
ployed in their office at a monthly salary of ten roubles. Robert
seems also to have been employed as an architect, and to have
worked, amongst other things, on repairing the Kasan cathedral.
Moreover he discovered a deposit of fireproof clay in the neighbour-
hood of Petersburg, and began to manufacture fireproof bricks,
and actually endeavoured to produce objects of Art in terra-cotta.
In 1860 he was principally engaged upon the completion or recon-
struction of the steamer Kryloff, which afterwards made voyages in
the neighbourhood of Petersburg. The Rryloff, however, does not
seem to have been a particularly brilliant success as a ship, since in
the autumn Robert Nobel was contemplating converting the
steamer into a floating sawmill. This scheme suggests that his
business was not doing very well, and this was presumably one of
the reasons which induced Robert Nobel to leave Petersburg in 1861
or 1862, and settle in Helsingfors* His motive for choosing this
city may have been that he had married a Finnish lady in 1861,
Pauline Lermgr&n, the daughter of Karl LenngrSm, a fairly
wealthy merchant and landowner in Helsingfors. He seems to
have been engaged as early as January, 1860, as, according to his
account book, he gave " Pauline " a silk dress that cost 90 roubles
in that year, and a fur coat that cost 330 roubles. It appears
from a later letter that his young wife did not like Russia, and that
is presumably the reason why her husband emigrated to her
country, which he however did not care for.
Nobel seems to have started a brick manufacturing business, but
in 1863, when the account book was started again, he appears as the
proprietor of the Aurora Lamp Oil business. He took on A. F*
Sundgren as a partner, the business being ntn in the latter's name
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